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Introduction

In late May, the Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs (CEJA) of the American Medical Association (AMA) released a draft report (henceforth "The Report") to provide "ethical guidance for physicians and the profession with respect to industry support for professional education in medicine."[1] The report concluded that because "industry support of professional education has raised concerns that threaten the integrity of medicine's educational function....individual physicians and institutions of medicine...must not accept industry funding to support professional educational activities."

Enactment of these regulations will have profound practical consequences for medical education, and stakeholders concerned about these effects should address them in detail. My intention here, however, is to challenge the fundamental beliefs underlying The Report that transcend medical education to affect medical practice and medical research in general. These beliefs are that commerce in general is detrimental to medical professionalism and that "medicine" and "commerce" have sufficiently misaligned interests to justifying their segregation from one another. Such segregation is increasingly becoming policy in academic medical centers in the form of severe prophylactic laws impinging on physicians' freedom of association and action, and similar rules are under consideration in state legislatures and in the Congress.

An article by Brennan and colleagues[2] in JAMA, and prominently cited by The Report, frames the basis of the CEJA's Report and of emerging academic health center regulations. This article has been the most influential example of a burgeoning literature emerging in the late 1980s declaring any situation involving healthcare providers receiving payment in money or kind from private companies a "conflict of interest." The Brennan article broke new ground not only in the severity of its anticommercial sentiments, but also in its insistence that disclosure of financial conflicts of interest is insufficient to control their adverse effects and that therefore these conflicts must be eliminated. The eliminative mechanisms recommended were to channel all corporate support for research and education through academic health center administrations to allocate at their discretion and to curtail at such centers all corporate detailing, gifting, and provision to physicians of product samples. The Report reiterates this reasoning and goes beyond Brennan and colleagues' recommendations to demand eradication of corporate support for all medical education.

I first show that Brennan and colleagues and the derivative Report failed to place their "concerns" in terms of a balanced risk-benefit assessment, and that such an analysis does not support their assumptions or the recommendations. I then argue that Brennan and colleagues and The Report based their conclusions on an arbitrary, obsolete, and frankly untenable definition of professionalism.
Origin and Resistance to Commerce in Medicine

The growth in size and scope of the American healthcare enterprise since the middle of the last century challenged the control that physicians exercised over their activities and income. Although predictions that corporations would completely dominate medical practice did not materialize, healthcare providers today struggle "to be competent to help and to help with the patient’s best interests in mind" and sustain their "privilege of autonomy...self-regulation, public esteem, and a rewarding and well-compensated career" (both statements cited in The Report). These challenges occur amidst the competing interests of government healthcare budgeters, private insurers, a demanding and litigious public, and the business community. All of these groups are complicit in and resentful of rising healthcare costs, but it is corporate producers of medical products that have become the major scapegoats for the resentments.

Industrial investment in biomedical research began to increase steadily in the 1970s, rose faster thereafter, surpassed public research funding in the late 1980s, and now exceeds it by nearly 2-fold. As the number of products available to more specialized providers in progressively diverse work settings grew, product marketing, especially by pharmaceutical companies, also became much more prevalent. Such marketing through promotion to physicians (detailing) or to the public (direct-to-consumer advertising) is US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-regulated. As noted in The Report, private companies now provide half of the total costs of continuing medical education (CME) activities. Although codes of ethics promulgated by medical product manufacturers and accreditation requirements for CME limit companies’ control of educational content, The Report concluded that these safeguards are insufficient to legitimize industry support of this activity.

Benefits of Commerce in Medicine and Medical Education

Prevalent political pronouncements that our healthcare system is "broken" belie the fact that longevity and quality of life have steadily improved since the 1960s when medicine began to become increasingly "commercial." The death rate from cardiovascular disease, for example, the number one killer, has steadily decreased and is currently half of what it was at that time. Because the overall death rate remains 1 per person, this spectacular improvement might have resulted in higher fatalities due to other major diseases, but deaths inflicted by cancer, the number two killer, remained relatively constant as heart disease deaths declined, and, for the last few years, have also decreased. Many factors have contributed to these trends, but economic analyses have concluded that the principal reason for them has been the introduction, and marketing, of new technologies by private companies -- drugs, biologics, devices, and information systems. Publicly funded research, primarily from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), has been essential for medical innovation, but the investments of private companies are the major mechanisms for the development and delivery of useful products on the basis of such innovation to patients.

Other important examples of value derived from commercial medical technology include medications enabling prolonged symptom-free survival of HIV-infected patients and the introduction of diagnostic methods that render our blood supply increasingly safe.

If the purpose of medical "professionalism" is better patient care, the manifestly positive outcomes of corporate investments in research, development, and promotion -- outcomes ignored by Brennan and colleagues -- contradict The Report's remarkable distortion that corporate support of education somehow renders "the wide array of diagnostic and therapeutic options available today" a threat rather than a boon to patients. Such variety is precisely what providers wishing "to be competent to help and to help with the patient's best interest in mind" should have at their disposal. Brennan and The Report also failed to acknowledge the evidence that many patients frequently do not receive appropriate products, not because of access problems, but because their physicians do not recommend them. Because a major reason for deficient prescribing is lack of physician awareness, potentially curtailing information transfer by constraining its funding will increase this deficiency. In summary, this
context of manifest benefits from commercialism in medicine mandates serious caution before dismantling a system that delivered them.

**Risks Imputed to Commerce in Medicine and Medical Education**

The Brennan paper begins with the following statement:

*The current influence of market incentives in the USA is posing extraordinary challenges to medical professionalism. Physicians commitment to altruism, putting the interests of patients first, scientific integrity and an absence of bias in medical decision making now regularly come up against financial conflicts of interest.*

This paragraph merits close inspection because of its severe claims. What supporting evidence do Brennan and colleagues bring to bear on these strong statements?

Citing both sides of controversial issues is a requirement of serious scholarship. Violating this mandate, Brennan and colleagues not only ignored the benefits of commercial contributions to medicine, but exercised confirmation bias by referring only to publications critical of industry influences on medicine, although others rebutting these criticisms existed when the Brennan paper appeared. All of the references that Brennan and colleagues cited were to books, medical journal articles, and newspaper reports supportive of the authors' claims. These references were compilations of anecdotes, purportedly exemplifying industrial corruption of medical research. Not only has follow-up due diligence challenged the interpretation of some of these stories (eg, Shuchman), but, more importantly, considering the enormous expansion of corporate interactions with medicine, the paucity of examples is striking and their frequent repetition is not legitimate evidence. Like the Brennan paper, The Report only cited literature supportive of its conclusions and treated the benefits of commercialism in medicine cursorily.

Brennan and colleagues quoted a review article that summarized studies analyzing effects of corporate marketing on healthcare professionals to justify a claim that "the systematic review of the medical literature on (industry) gifting by Wazana found that an overwhelming number of interactions had negative results on patient care."

Ashley Wazana, the author of the paper referred to, however, explicitly stated that no patient care data exist concerning this topic. According to Wazana's literature survey, product marketing enables the "improved ability to identify the treatment for complicated illnesses" -- a clearly desirable effect. The "negative" consequences alleged are "inability to identify wrong claims," which would increase with cutbacks in CME funding; "formulary requests for new medications with no advantages over old ones," which begs the question of what requests to censor; "rapid prescribing of new products," which could be appropriate; and "a positive attitude toward company representatives," which has no clear relation to medical practice. The favorable effects of promotion are arguably clear and the unfavorable ones ambiguous or trivial. Hence, the net effect of industry interaction with medicine as compiled by Wazana is, on balance, strongly positive, although the author did not come to that conclusion.

Unable to marshal evidence that corporate promotion adversely affects patient outcomes, The Report resorted to indirect arguments intended to convey that industry influence adversely biases physicians' judgment. In one, it mentions 2 notorious cases in which drug companies accused of promoting off-label drug use paid settlement fines to prosecutorial authorities. The obvious intention of mentioning such anecdotes is to imply that all corporations are fundamentally unethical. Considering the vast scope of corporate-sponsored medical education compiled by The Report, such extrapolation from isolated incidents -- meant to insinuate that such conduct is typical -- is grossly extravagant, bordering on slander.

In another indirect argument, Brennan and colleagues and The Report embraced the conclusion, derived from psychological experiments and embellished by neuroimaging studies, that physicians lack discriminatory powers to resist subtle persuasion tactics skillfully imbedded in educational activities by commercial marketers. A corollary of this viewpoint is that disclosure ("mitigation") is inadequate to control conflicts of interest, because in the face of the predetermined outcomes of the brainwashing sales pitch, disclosure is useless or even enabling because it imparts a false sense of security. The research behind these ideas is limited in extent and of questionable relevance. The behavior of college students engaged in experimental games may not apply to that of well-trained physicians in clinical practice. Even if the brain scans of a judge offered a large bribe and of a physician given a company pen look the same, neither scan predicts how the subjects will respond. To make such "evidence" the basis of policy is irresponsible.
Commercial Support and Educational Content

The Report made the pretentious assertion that eliminating commercial support of CME is necessary to preserve the gains in medical education initiated by the Flexner Report of 1908 that revolutionized medical education. To compare the alleged risks for commercial educational subsidy in today's highly technical medicine, based increasingly on the use of products minutely vetted by the FDA, with the documented chaos of unscientific pre-Flexnerian medical apprenticeship, training is hardly in the Flexnerian tradition of demanding scientific rigor.

Similarly, both The Report and Brennan and colleagues misrepresented science in their indictments of bias. Conceding that freedom from bias is incompatible with human existence, The Report nonetheless, resonating with Brennan and colleagues' assertion that "absence of bias in medical decision making" defines professionalism,[2] set up as an ideal that "professional education in medicine is fundamentally grounded in the ideal of scientific objectivity -- in other words, education that is free of all bias," and concluded that eliminating commercial support of medical education is necessary to approach this ideal.[1] However, "scientific objectivity" is an oxymoron. Scientists passionately pursue their research driven by strong competing biases, but they subject their treasured ideas to rigorous tests designed to delineate their reproducibility and validity. From these tests a consensus may evolve, but in the end, except in mathematics, subjective interpretations come into play.[26,27] Ultimately the track record of the science, not the motives -- or the profits -- of the scientists, determines the durability and utility of the scientific claims. The misrepresentation of objectivity in science fuels sterile quibbling over whether information is "educational" or "promotional." Because nearly all information, including -- indeed especially -- the content of the Brennan paper and The Report, has promotional elements, the contrast is false. The important issue is the strength of the evidence on which the information is based. Brennan and colleagues and The Report concluded without rigorous documentation that commercial information is by definition inferior to nonproprietary information.

To believe that some repository of nonpromotional or otherwise unbiased information exists that is superior to what physicians obtain from the competing universe of proprietary, or in part commercially supporting educational, offerings -- or could exist in some utopia where we could afford to subject all medical interventions to randomized controlled trials and find "disinterested" experts to perform and analyze them -- is a conceit. We rely on transparency in medicine not to eliminate all bias or even fraud but to ensure competition and inquiry that over time reveal and eliminate them. Proponents of "academic," "unbiased" medical education brand their education products by promoting the alleged unreliability of commercial information.

Commerce in Medical Education and the Definitions of Professionalism

According to Brennan and colleagues, "altruism, putting the interests of patients first, scientific integrity and an absence of bias" define "professionalism," and therefore physicians receiving any fee or gift from a private concern for any reason are potentially unprofessional. As a result, the imposition of bright lines preventing such transactions guarantee "professionalism." The Report parroted the mantra often offered up to justify such segregation, namely: "Commercial entities have a responsibility to their shareholders and other vested stakeholders to thrive as businesses and maximize returns on investment. Medicine has a responsibility to put the needs of patients first.[1]"

This definition of professionalism, echoed by The Report, represents force feeding of one ethical framework for medicine when other, equally or more valid reference points exist.[28] The definition resonates with the contempt for trade embedded in primitive cognition, religious traditions, and feudal aristocracies and most recently promoted by socialism and interventionism.[28,30] When for millennia physicians had nothing substantive to offer patients, a high-minded aura of religious and learned authority was necessary for their social status. As "the youngest science," this requirement persisted until relatively recently.[31] However, this need to declare medicine a secular religion is no longer relevant and potentially damaging, and the mantra quoted above reflects muddled thinking about both commerce and medicine. First, companies maximize profitability by coming up with products that benefit patients, and to conclude that industry has no interest in social responsibility is an enormous leap. Second, if corporate support of educational activities enables physicians to sustain their patient care activities, it is in the interests of patients. At a time when public support of biomedical research is not meeting research opportunities, when medical students are laden with debts and when organized medicine must desperately fight to sustain physician reimbursement rates, the wisdom -- indeed the ethics -- of arbitrarily discarding a major source of revenue for medical education is questionable. Third, scholars have explicitly articulated that medicine and commerce are not residents of parallel universes; practicing doctors are commercial. They are not government; they are not judges; and they are not news reporters, all of which are held to standards of apparent freedom from conflict of interest.[32-34]
The Report’s assertion that private companies’ support of education corrupts educational quality is oddly selective because it neglects the obvious fact that academic health centers and medical journals are also “commercial,” engaged in vigorous competition with rivals, and they exhibit the same promotional behavior deemed unattractive when exhibited by private companies.

As discussed above, "absence of bias," is impossible and therefore inappropriate as a criterion for professionalism. Although frequently invoked, the meaning of "putting interests of patients first" is totally vague and never specifically defined. Defensive medicine, fee-for-service reimbursement, and prepaid care -- all highly prevalent phenomena -- work at cross-purposes against “putting the patient first.” Abundant historical evidence that stated good intentions disguise self-dealing and tyranny and do not guarantee good outcomes or prosperity mandate that we not mindlessly accept "altruism" as a central tenet of medical professionalism. The moral life of a practicing physician is a balancing act between multiple competing values and incentives -- not the abstract worship of absolute altruism. [35-37]

Conclusions

Medical institutions have recently addressed the large interface between medicine and business as a reaction to accusations from critics echoed by the news media and by politicians that medicine is in a crisis state that demands correction of defective ethical norms by sanitizing medicine of its commercialism through imposition of bureaucratic management or elimination of commercial subsidies. In contrast, I argue that the medical-business frontier is a practical matter involving thousands of minute details that defy minute regulation. The key questions, therefore, are whether these interactions help physicians deliver the most effective medical care and relentlessly increase that effectiveness through innovation, minimizing inevitable risks associated with both care delivery and innovation. Only if an objective risk-benefit analysis confirms that corruption is prevalent leading to an answer in the negative should we engage in radical ethical reforms, and if we do, we must clearly define the ethical framework. I believe that the risk assessment answers the question in the affirmative and that individuals bent on altering our behavior base their recommendations on their own narrow ethical platform.

The challenges of medical care, medical innovation, and medical education are not well served by recrimination and sanctimony and certainly not by the poor scholarship represented by Brennan and colleagues. I recommend rejection of The Draft Report, which epitomizes these characteristics. Instead, I suggest that as recommended by the Association of American Medical Colleges Task Force on Industry Funding of Medical Education, we work in a spirit of mutual respect with our industry colleagues to improve physicians’ and physicians-in-training’s understanding of medical product development.[38] This effort can yield a more sophisticated physician workforce better equipped to address the growing menu of medical product choices. By working together with industry colleagues, we can explain to the public that the contributions of corporations to medicine are on balance more beneficial than harmful and that both medicine and the industries that provide it with its technologies are worthy of public support. Cooperation, instead of antagonism, can help industry market its products with the highest integrity, keep physicians current on the best available evidence, and provide excellent patient care. This plan, not woolly ethical generalities, is the proper model of medical professionalism.
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